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This document describes the approximate method  

for sizing detention basins via the Rational Method, 

as implemented in the 

Drainage Analysis module of 12d Model.
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An Approximate Method for Sizing Basins when using the Rational Method 

 

For the design of stormwater detention and retention basins, a variety of simple and approximate 

methods may be adopted when using the Rational Method. These methods do not require detailed 

inflow hydrographs (derived from unsteady flow simulations), nor an accurate storage-discharge 

relationship, as would otherwise be required for the more complex and sophisticated method of 

solving the Storage Equation. For feasibility studies and preliminary design, these approximate 

methods should generally prove adequate. And for relatively small basins, or larger basins with flow 

reduction ratios (r) large enough to lessen the effect of storm temporal patterns, some approximate 

methods may even prove adequate for final design – though the Storage Equation may still need to 

be solved for verification of this. 

 

An approximate method, attributed to Boyd, has been presented in both the ARR (1987) and the 

QUDM (2007), and three more, attributed to Basha, Carroll and Culp, in the QUDM (2007) only. 

All four methods are based on an assumed triangular inflow hydrograph with peak Qi , and an 

assumed outflow hydrograph with a lesser peak Qo , lying somewhere on the falling limb of the 

inflow hydrograph. 

 

With reference to the inflow and outflow hydrographs shown in the figure above, the total basin 

inflow volume is given by the area below the inflow hydrograph: 
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And the required basin storage volume is given by the area contained between the inflow and 

outflow hydrographs: 
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where the factor f, between zero and one, defines the ratio of the initial outflow rate (with an empty 

basin), to the peak outflow rate, Qo (with a basin full to capacity). For dry basins with a low-level 

outlet invert below the minimum basin water level, the outlet may begin discharging at some 

considerable rate, almost immediately as the basin begins to fill – thereby reducing the required size 

of the basin. It is for this type of outlet design where f should be set to an appropriate value greater 

than zero, and as such,  f  has been termed the drop pit factor. 

 

The ratio of equations (1) and (2) may be expressed in terms of r and  f, as: 
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Substitution of different values for  f  into equation (3), yields the four methods referred to above: 
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It should be noted that results obtained from equation (3) are independent of the time at which the 

inflow peaks (t1). So, while the Storage Equation can account for the differences caused by an early 

inflow peak, or a late inflow peak, for instance, equation (3) cannot. In most cases, however, such 

concerns are secondary. It is more important to estimate adequately, the design values for Qi and Vi. 

 

The Rational Method is normally only considered adequate for determining the maximum peak 

inflow rate (Qi max) when the storm duration (td) is equal to the time of concentration (tc) of the 

catchment feeding the basin. It is far more common, however, for the critical td – the storm duration 

requiring the greatest basin storage volume – to be considerably longer than the tc of the catchment. 

To correct for this, some have suggested that Qi max be used for Qi and that (4 tc Qi max / 3) be used 

for Vi, but this often under-predicts the basin size significantly, and there is little theoretical basis to 

support it. Instead, to follow the (ARR preferred) statistical interpretation of the Rational Method – 

which for the same average recurrence interval, applies the same runoff coefficients to storms of 

different durations – the design values for Qi and Vi should be determined for longer storms as 

follows: 
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where Ic and Id are the average rainfall intensities for storms of duration tc and td, respectively (as 

determined from IFD data) and td ≥ tc. The important thing to note about this formulation is that, for 

the same average recurrence interval, storm duration and runoff/infiltration model, Vi will always be 

the same as that of a hydrograph derived from a variable-intensity storm with any form of temporal 

pattern. Also note that Qi is derived from a triangular hydrograph of volume Vi and base time t2, to 

better represent the peak flow rate of a storm with an average temporal pattern. 

 

 

Implementation in 12d Model 
 

In 12d Model, input values for f and either Qo or Vs may be specified at the outlets of the drainage 

network – via the Pit => Main tab of the Drainage Network Editor.  

 

The Storm Analysis process then uses equations (8) and (3) to solve for either Vs or Qo, for a range 

of up to 52 different td values between 5 and 4320 minutes, including but not less than the full-area 

tc of the catchment feeding the basin, and only those which yield an r between zero and one. 

 

For each basin, a range of results is thus obtained, where the storm duration yielding either the 

greatest Vs or Qo is selected as the critical td. 

 

The following pit attributes are set on the drainage string outlets, upstream of each basin: 

Inputs: 

"basin drop pit factor"      =  f 

"basin discharge" or "basin volume"     =  Qo or Vs 

Outputs: 

"calculated basin inflow"       =  critical Qi 

"calculated basin inflow volume"     =  critical Vi 

"calculated basin tc"       =  full-area tc of catchment 

"calculated basin storm duration"     =  critical td 

"calculated basin storm intensity"    =  critical Id 

"calculated basin volume" or "calculated basin discharge" =  Vs or Qo 

 

In addition, a detailed design report for each basin is reported in CSV format to the Output Window, 

which may be pasted into a spreadsheet for auditing and to produce design graphs. An example 

report with corresponding graphs is shown on the last page. 
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Example of a Basin Design Report created by 12d Model, showing the results for each storm 

duration tested, along with the inflow and outflow hydrographs of the critical storm duration. 

The corresponding graph on the right hand side shows each duration as a dot on the Qi curve, 

and confirms that for the required 50Yr peak Qo of 530 L/s, the storage volume required 

reaches a maximum of 6909 cubic metres, during the storm of 150 minutes duration. 


